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The mungbean (Phaseolus aureus Roxb.) is considered a minor crop 
in the United States, but it has received considerable attention in 
Oklahoma. The mungbean has been grown in Oklahoma for hay9 seed and as 
a green manure crop. The seeds are used for sprouting and canning as 
well as livestock feed. Feeding trials have been conducted with beef 
calves, dairy cattle, swine, sheep and poultry (4, 10, 13, 14, 17, 18)11. 
These trials have indicated that mungbean seed and hay are high in. 
protein and could replace a large part of the protein supplement in 
most rations. 
The mungbean is an important food crop in the Orient where the 
sprouted beans are used in many Oriental dishes. Considerable quanti-
ties of mungbeans have been imported into the United States where they 
are used in making chop suey. 
The mungbean is native to southern Asia and is grown throughout 
the southern half of Asia, the Malayan Islands and southeastern Africa 
(11). It was introduced into American agriculture as early as 18.53, but 
did not find a prominent place until the Second World War when imports 
from the Orient were cut off. Oklahoma emerged as the leading producer 
of mungbeans during this period, supplying most of the seed to restau-
rants serving Oriental dishes. In 19.57, an estimated 28)1000 acres were 
planted to mungbeans in Oklahoma and 20,000 acres were harvested. 
lfNumbers in parentheses refer to Literature Cited. 
1 
Since mungbeans do contribute to our Oklahoma economy, research on 
the crop is being conducted at the present time by the Oklahoma Agri-
cultural Experiment Stationo 
Apparently, very little recent work has been done on the classi-
fication of mungbeans o A survey of existing germ plasm and classifi-
cation of agronomic and botanical characters is an important phase of 
the mungbean improvement program. 
The purpose of this study was to survey the mungbean strains 
available at the Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station and to 




Classification is, according to Lawrence (9), the grouping together 
of plants whose similarities are greater than their differences. 
Turrill (20) has suggested genetics as a method of studying taxonomic 
problems which cannot be solved by comparative morphology alone~ Crane 
(6) believed that plants, in which we find no morphological differences 
and whose yields are not significantly different, are the same variety 
and should not be labeled differentlyo He suggested a well directed 
breeding program with properly conducted yield trials to eliminate the 
prevalence of 11ali.keU varieties. 
Anderson (2) has expressed disappointment in the fact that most 
taxonomic effort has been directed toward plants that are the least 
interesting and least important to man. He listed Phaseolu.s as an 
important genera deserving more taxonomic attention than it has re-
ceived. Items which he believed should be found in the "inclusive 
herbarium" for the germs Phaseolus are: (1) pressed specimens of an 
average leaf, inflorescence and mature pod; (2) a sample of mature seed; 
(3) notes on flower color, including the keel, wings and standard; 
(4) notes and measurements as to the extent that the cotyledons remain 
above or below the ground after germinating; and (5) a photo of a 
mature plant showing branching habit. 
Five Oriental species of Phaseolus have often been confused in 
the literature, according to Piper and Morse (12). The species are 
adsuki bean (~. angulari s), moth bean (g • .aconi tifolius), mungbean 
3 
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(!:_ o aureus), rice bean (!:. calcara tus) and urd (~ o munge). 
Piper and Morse (12) have used the following k~y to distinguish the 
species: 
Lea.flats parted into 3 to 5 narrow lobes ••••• o •••••••••••••. 
Leaflets entire or occasionally 2 or 3 lobed. 
:Plants and pods very b!:l~ry; seeds -mostly dull. - .. 
Pods with short hatrs L ~eeds globose or subglobol?e,., 
green, rarely bre\'{n, ,P!iickish or yellow, the testa 
marked with fine. crenula te lines; hilum not 
';, ;;J! .'' ',, ., (> 
c on cave o o o o o o • o o • • • o o • • • • • • • • • • • • • o • • o o • • o o • o o o o o o o 
Pods with long hairs; seeds oblong,· blackish, the 
testa not crenulate striate; hilum concave ••••••••• 
:Plants smooth or little hairy; seeds smooth and shiny. 
Pods constricted between the seeds; hihun not 
concaveo O O • 0 O e o·• e •• 0; O. 0 0 0 0 O O ti O O O O O O !It O O O O O O o o • o o ,o .. i:J • 
Pods riot constrict'ea between the seeds; hilum l·. 







There has been a great deai of confusion as to the proper scien-
tific name to use for the mungbean. According to Piper and lforse (12), 
various botantists had described;.mup~beans before Linnaeus' tirile;,. 
They stated that Linnaeus, even though aware of the mungbean, did not 
give it a binomial nameo Linnaeus hc1d confused it with the urd and the 
soybean. He appliEld such names as fo max Lo,!'.• mungo L. and ~o radiatus. 
Lo to the mungbean even though these names were used for other plants 
he had described. 
Roxburgh named the mungbean in 1832, according to Piper and Morse 
(12). It was believed that Roxburgh had also confused the mungbean, 
since he had used Linnaeus I names f. munge for the green seeded mung-
bean, P. ~ for the black seeded mungbean and f o radiatus for the urd. 
Roxburgh named the golden seeded mungbean ~. aureus. He is credited 
for naming the mungbean, even though he meant the name to apply·· only to 
the yellow seeded type. 
Piper and Morse (12) described the mungbean as an erect or sub-
erect, rather hairy, much branched· plant. Height 1 to 4feet, depending 
s 
on the varietyo Some types twining more or less at the tips of the 
stems and branches. The leaves trifolia te with large ovate entire or 
rarely tri-lobed leaflets. The flowers pale yellow, crowded in clusters 
of 10 to 25 o The plant being somewhat intermediate in growth habit 
between the cowpea and soybean. 
Bailey (3) has given the following description of the mungbean, 
which is also referred to as the green or golden gram: annual, taller 
and more erect than f • ~!1~ (which he describes as one to three feet 
high) sometimes slightly twining at the tips. The calyx-bracts are 
ovate. The pods are 2 1/2 to 4 inches long, slender and have very short 
hairs. The seeds are rather small and usually green, but sometimes 
yellow or brown. The hilum is white and not concave. The germination 
is epigeal. 
Piper and Morse (12) have listed as differences in varieties of 
mungbeans such characters as habit, plant size, maturity, pod color, 
seed size and seed color. They listed in their publication of Oriental 
species of beans notes on 91 lots of seed which they stated repre-
sented at least 16 distinct varieties, 11 of which could be distinguished 
by seed alone. However~ they failed to mention the seed characters by 
which these varieties could be separated. 
Caguicla (5) studied 13 varieties of mungbeans and reported the 
material was very heterozygous •. SJfue used the following seed color 
classes: dull yellow, shiny yellow, brownish yellow, dull green, shiny 
green, greenish yellow and black. She also noted differences in degree 
of pubescence, form of leaves, duration of flowering, maturity of seeds, 
average weight of green material, seed yield and plant height. Mean 
height ranged from 44.5 centimeters to 125.0 centimeters. 
6 
In studies on photoperiod, Allard and Zaumeyer (1) reported !_o 
aureus as bushy and erect under all photoperiods except the 18-hour day, 
which stimulated a strong twining habit. 
A review of the literature indicates more work on classification 
has been reported on garden and field beans than on mungbeans. Since 
these species are close relatives and are similar in structure to the 
mungbean, a review of certain work on the above may be helpful. 
Irish (7) based his classification of field beans primarily on the 
form and color of the seed. For secondary divisions he used plant and 
pod characters. 
Tracy (19) believed that a classification on color and shape of 
seed in kidney field beans is faulty since it often separates varieties 
that are very similar in other respects, such as habit. He suggested a 
classification on major characters, s~ch as: (1) habit of growth, 
(2) color of pod and (3) pod brittleness followed by subdivisions based 
on vine habit, pod shape and seed color. In the keys by which he sepa:,-
rated various varieties he used 41 characters. Fourteen of these were 
plant characters, twenty-one were pod and six were seed characters. 
A major ~lassification of garden beans by Jarvis (8) was based on 
growth habit and pod color. The importa.nt seed characters he considered 
were: {l) lines radiating from the hilum to the dorsal margin, 
(2) length, (3) length-width ratio,: (4) thickness, (S) seed and hilmn 
markings, (6) outside and cross section shape, (7) hilum prominence and 
(8) hypocotyl prominence. 
Steinmetz and Arny (16) have questioned the reliability of absolute 
measurements of seeds as a distinguishing factor in strains of field 
beanso, They reported that pod characters were less affected by 
7 
environment than plant characters. They listed the following characters 
for classifying varieties of connnon field beans: (1) growth habit; 
(2) number and length of internodes; (3) character of leaf surface; 
-
(4) flower color; (5) time of maturity; (6) pod shape, texture and color; 
(7) length and width of pods; (8) position, length and shape of spur; 
and (9) dry seed characters including size, shape and color of seed 
coat, presence or absence of eye markings and color of eye markingso 
They also reported that temperature, moisture, productivity of the soil, 
and rate and date of planting affect seed size in P. vulgaris. Late and 
close plantings tended to decrease seed size. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
At the beginning of this study 138 lots of mungbean seed were 
available for observation. These lots represented 138 different strains 
or selections. The seeds had originally come from various sources. 
These sources included (1) plant selections made at the Oklahoma Agri-
cultural Experiment Station, (2) seed from other agricultural experiment 
.. 
stations, (3) selections from farmers' fields, (4) purchases or gifts 
from seed dealers and (5) seed requested from the Plant Introduction 
Section of the United States Department of Agriculture. 
· 'Plantings were made at the 'Pe:rkins Agronomy farm June··6, 1957. 
A Ju:iy· 8, planting was made at the .Stillwater A,gronomy farm which 
included five additional strains. 
The nurseries were planted with a two-row V-belt planter at the 
rate of 6 viable seed per foot. The rows were spaced 40 inches apart. 
Mu.ngbean inoculum was distributed in the row with the seed using a 
modified planter box equipped with tubes. .Some strains were omitted 
from the observation nursery since they were represented in.a repli-
cated variety test at the Perkins Agronomy farm near the observation 
nursery. 
The plot size of the observation nurseries consisted of two-row 
duplicate plots and single-row duplicate plots 19 feet long. ·:p1ot size 
in the variety test consisted of three replications of 4 rows, 19 feet 
long. 
The mungbeans in the observation nursery at Perkins received two 
8 
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surface irrigations for a total of approximately five inches of supple-
mental water. The variety test at Perkins and the plots at the Stillwater 
farm were not irrigated, but made adequate growth. The total precipi-
tation from planting to maturity was 19 inches for Perkins and 7.4 inches 
for Stillwater. The plots were hoed and cultivated periodically to 
control the weeds. Good stands were obtained in plots and growth was 
rapid as a result of favorable moisture conditions during and imme-
diately after planting. 
Notes were taken during the growing season. Observation and 
measurement notes were taken on several characters to determine the most 
useful and reliable characters to be used in the classification. The 
characters studied included (1) growth habit, (2) height}) (3) amount 
of pubescence, (4) color of pubescence, (5) amuunt of purple pigment, 
(6) flower color, (7) leaf size, (8) leaf texture, (9) leafiness, 
(10) lodging, (11) seed productivity and (12) maturity. A discussion 
of the procedure used for determining the various characteristics 
follows. 
Growth habit. Plants were classed as bush, semi-vine or vine type 
with respect to habit of growth. 
Height. Plant height was measured in decimeters from the ground 
level to the terminal point of the main stem. Measurements were re= 
corded for the mean height of plants at three positions within each plot. 
These measurements were taken when most of the plants in each plot were 
in the late bloom or early pod stage of growth • 
.Amount of pubescence. · Plants were examined to determine if there 
were any differences in the amount of pubescence on the stems, leaves 
and pods. 
Color of pubescence. The color of tre pubescence on the stems was 
10 
observed to determine of any differences existedo 
Amount of purple pigment. The presence or absence and the degree 
of purple pigment of the stems and leaves was observed. 
Flower color. The flowers were observed at different stages to 
determine color differences. 
Leaf size. Relative leaf size was noted using the Jumbo strain as 
the standard for a large leaf and the strain Oklahoma 12 as the standard 
for small leaf. .Strains intermediate in size were classed as medium. 
Leaf texture. The texture of the leaves was classed as smooth or 
rough. 
Leafiness. The amount of leaves in relation to the stems provided 
an estimate of the forage value of the strains. .Strains were rated as 
poor, medium or excellent. 
Lodging. The amount of lodging was expressed as none to very 
slight, some lodging or severe lodging. 
Seed productivityo Seed yields were classed as excellent, good, 
fair, or poor and were based on a visual estimate of the rrumber and size 
of pods per plant. 
Maturity. Strains were classified as earlyj medium earlyJ medium 
late or late with regard to maturity. 
Plant specimens were gathered from many of the strains so that 
further observations 9 if necessary9 could be made later in the labora-
tory. 
Several pods were collected from each strain at maturity. The pods 
were collected at random from representative plants for the strain. In 
the laboratory, the pods were examined for characters that might be 
useful in the classification. Several pod and seed characters were 
studiedo 
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Pod length. Ten pods were picked at random from those gathered 
in the fieldo The pod length from the junction of the pedicel and the 
pod to the tip was measured and recorded in centimeterso The measure-
ments were made with a flexible ruler which permitted curved pods to be 
measured. The variance for the pod lengths was computed for each of the 
strainso Bartlett 1 s test of homogeneity (1.5) was applied to the vari-
ances to determine the degree of homogeniety among strains. 
Number of seeds per pod o Seeds from each of the ten pods were 
counted as they were measured. Correlations of number of seeds per pod 
and pod length were computed using ten strains that showed apparent 
differences in vegetative or fruiting characteristics (15). 
:Pod color. The pod color was determined by placing the pods in 
paper plates and observing them under ordinary daylight. 
After the pod characteristics were noted, the ten pods were 
shelled and the seeds obtained were studied for certain seed charac-
teristics. 
,Seed surface. The surface of the seed was classed as shiny or dull. 
Seed color. Seed color was observed and classed as yellow, green, 
brown or black • 
. 'Seed size. The length of five seeds selected at random from each 
strain was measured in millimeters using a vernier caliper. 
Seed shape. .Seeds of each strain were observed to determine if 
there were differences in the seed shapes. 
Seed quality, Each strain was rated on seed quality based on a 
visual observation of the se·ed sample. 
,c 
RESULT.S MID DISCUSSION 
Vegetative Characters 
Growth habit. The mungbean strains were classified according to 
their habit of growth as bush, semi-vine or vine (Appendix Table I). 
The frequency distribution of strains in each class of growth habit is 
shown in Table I. The true bush type was easily recognized. These 
plants had a definite bunchy and stiff appearance. The true vine was 
also easy to recognize because of the long central stem which was 
usually wavy and ascending. However, the intermediate types were 
difficult to classify. These types were slightly wavy at the tips and 
the stems did not end abruptly. Since they are intermediate between 
the bush and the vine type, they have been called semi-vine. Two 
strains contained both bush and vine plants. A typical bush and a 
typical vine type plant are shown in Figure 1. 
TABLE I 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF GROWTH HABIT 
Growth No. of 
Habit Strains Percent 
Bush 105 76.1 
.Semi-vine 27 19.6 
Vine 4 2.9 
Bush & vine 2 1.4 
12 
-
Figure 1. Grovrr,h habit types. The 
plant on the left, showing the vine 
habit of growth, is S-12-127-1. On 
the right is Okla. -12, a bush type 
plant. 
Figure 2. Plant height. Short, 
medium and t all plant types are 
shorm from l eft to right. The 
strains are Okla . -12, Perdue 3 
and Golden, respectively. 
The black horizonal lines on 
the back boar d are at one foot 
j ntervols. 
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Plant height. Plants representing each of the three height classes 
are shown in Figure 2. The mean plarrt heights amQng strains ranged from 
J.O to lloO decimeters (Figure 3). The strains in this study were 
grouped in the following three classes: short - 3.0 to 5.0 decimeters, 
medium - 5.5 to 8.0 decimeters and tall - 8.5 to 11.0 decimeters 
(Appendix Table II). Intra-strain pl'an,t heights w-e.:re fairly uniform, 
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Figure 3. Frequency histogram. of pJ.ap:t. hei'ght___;'of 138. 
mungbean strains grown at Perkins and Stillwi:i ter, 1957. 
Amount of pubescence. All of the strains showed some pubescence 
on both the plant and the pods. Pubescence· was greatest on the young 
leaves, the terminal portions of the plant ahd the young pods. There 
appeared to be a difference in the amount of--pubescence on the leaves, 
the lower portions of the plants and the pods. All young leaves and 
pods had a great amount of pubescence in all strains. As the plant 
matured, the amount of pubescence was reduced. There appeared to be a 
difference in the amount of pubescence retained as the leaves and pods 
matured. rhese differences are extremely difficult to ascertain. 
Differences in leaf pubescence are not included in this report. However, 
eight strains appeared to have more pubescence than most strains. 
These include Mungo (Gao), P.L 212907, P.L 212908 9 P.L 212909 
(Mungo), P.I. 213015, P.L 214334, P.L 217955 and P.L 2237llo 
Pubescence color. The color of the pubescence varied from a 
light brown to white. All strains had brown pubescence on the c.young 
stems, leaves and':pbds,. Difficulty was encountered in trying to 
15 
classify the color of the pubescence. The amount of light available and 
the position from which the plant was observed had the effect of changing 
the shade of color. 'Pubescence on the lower portions of the stem 
appeared to be more white in appearance. Apparently, lack of sunlight 
has some affect on the lack of color on the lower portions on the 
stems. White pubescence was particularily noted on the lower stems 
where the stand was thick and shading was prevalent. The color of 
pubescence does not appear to be of any value j_n the classification of 
mungbean strains because o( the inconsistency of the color shades. 
Amount of purple pigment. There appeared to be some differences 
in the amount of purple color in the leaves and sterns of some of the 
strains. .Some plants had very little purple color on the stems while 
other plants had greater amounts of purple color. Differences in the 
amount of color were quite variable within strains as well as between 
strains o Five strains were noted, however 9 that were completely devoid 
of any purple color. These strains were P.L 212907, P.I. 212908, 
P.I. 213015, P.L 214334 and P.I. 2237llo The purple color, if present, 
is easily found at the base of the leaflet. Young seedlings will show 
the color as a purple tinge on the upper portions of the hypocotyl. 
The degree of purple color when present appears to be of little value 
in classification since the degree is difficult to establish. The absence 
or presence of the color appears to be a dependable character ~nd may 
be helpful in identifying strains in the seedling stage. 
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Leaf size. Leaf size classification is shown in Appendix Table III. 
The frequency distribution according to leaf size is shown in Table II. 
Since leaf size between strains seemed to form a continuous distribution 
from small to large size, classification was difficult in some cases. 
The difference between small and large type leaves was evident, but 
those in the medium group were the most numerous and difficult to 
classify. One factor that tended to complicate this classification 
was the variation of leaf size on a single plant. This classification, 
was based on the central leaf as it appeared to be the most consistent. 
TABLE.II 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF LEA.F SIZE 
Leaf No. of 
Size Strains Percent 
Small 17 12.3 
Medium 104 75.4 
Large 17 12.3 
Leaf texture. A difference among strains was noted in the 
texture of the leaves. The strains are classified as smooth or rough 
in Appendix Table IV. The term rough means those leaves that ~ppeared 
somewhat wrinkled in appearance. A strain with smooth leaves is shown 
in Figure 4 and one with rough leaves is shown in Figure 5. A fre-
quency distribution of the leaf textures is shown in Table III. .Strains 
with the smooth texture leaves were generally the short or dwarfy types. 
Leafiness. The strains were classified as poor, medium or excel-
lent on the basis of the leafiness character (Appendix Table V). The 
excellent types are those strains that exhibited many leaves with a 
~igure 4. P. I. 227754 illustrates the 
smooth leaf type characteristic. 
Figure 5. P. I. 200840 illustrates the 
rough or v1rinkled leaf appear ance. 
17 
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very small amount of stem tissue o .Since leaves are more desirable than 
stems in determining forage value, an estimate of the leafiness of a 
plant may be a good estimate of the forage value of the planto Table IV 
shows the distribution of types based on leafiness. The leafier strains 
generally were poor seed producers. Figure 6 shows a strain rated 
excellent and a strain rated poor in leafiness. 
TABLE III 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF Ll!:i\F TEJCTURE 
No. of 
Texture Strains Percent 
Smooth 11 s.o 
Medium 56 40.6 
Rough 71 5L4 
TABLE IV 
FRE~UENCY DISTRIBUTION OF LEAFnm.ss 
No. of 
Leafiness ..Strains Percent 
Poor 13 9.4 
Medium 76 55 ol 
Excellent 49 35o5 
Lodging. The strains are classified as to the amount of lodging 
,,, 
in Appendix Table VL Table V illustrates the distribution of the 
lodging character. High winds caused much lodging which apparently 
resulted from the rank growth under the high moisture conditions. 
Figure 6. Jumbo (left) and P. I. 
218103 (right) show poor and 
excellent leafiness. 
Figure 7. OK 55-78 (left and Chivel 
8726 (right) show none to very slight 
and severe lodging . 
19 
Lodging was probably more severe than usualo Figure 7 shows two 
strains differing in the amount of lodging. Strains that exhibited 
severe lodging would probably have high combine losses. 
TABLE V 
FRE.QUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF LODGING 
Degree.of No. of 
Lod~ing l>trains Percent 
None to 
slight. 26 18.8 
Some 69 50.0 
Severe 43 31.2 
¥aturity. The mungbean strains were classified as early, medium 
early, medium late or late according to time of maturity (Appendix 
Table VII). Table VI shows the distribution of maturity types. The 
20 
p9¢1:;=i ... on. tµ§ individual plants ,of e~.Sh strain failed to mature uniformly. 
Hpvr:ey;er,, P8ds on early maturing, stratns tended to mature IDC).r~ ey~nl.Y::c' 
t.FJ.cl:11 P,pds 1.,qn later maturing stF:ain~tt; The plants were conf3~q~red_.~~ure 
1Yhen.:appr9.ximately 85% of the p,ods. were ready for harvesting~·::..: ~hirty 
plant introduction strains were late i'n maturing and some failed to 
set m:iich seed after blooming ( see ··Figi1re 10). .Since some.,.nti.i.hgbean~Yare 
:Hiported td respond to short day length, it would appear toot some:. 6f · 
'these s'tra:i.ns might be better adapted in a more SOU thern loca. tion ( 1} o 
21 
TA,BLE VI 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF MATURITY 
No. of 
Maturity .Strains Percent 
Early 21 15 .2 
Medium early 59 42.8 
Medium late 28 20.3 
Late 30 21.7 
Fruiting Characters 
Flower color. The open flowers of all strains were light yellow 
in color. The base:;; of the wings and keel tended to show a light purple 
tinge in most strains. Howeverj five strains were noted that had no 
purple tinge. The strains exhibiting this lack of purple tinge were 
the same strains that were noted earlier as being devoid of the purple 
pigment. The flowers of these strains appeared to be a more brilliant 
yellow than flowers showing the purple tinge. 
Pod length. Pod length be tween strains and within strains was 
qµite variable. The variances for ten sub-samples for each strain were 
calculated. Bartlett's test of homogeneity gave a chi square value of 
~51.7 This large a value indicates a highly significant difference in 
,the variances of pod lengths within strains. Pod length of the strains 
! 
were classified as shortj medium or long in Appendix Table VIII and 
·their distributions are presented graphically in Figure 8. 
22 
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Figure 8 o Frequency histogram of mean pod length of 138 
mungbean strains grown at Perkins and .Stillwater, 1957. 
Mean number of seeds per pod. The strains were classified as few, 
medium or many as to the average number of seeds per pod (Appendix 
Table IX). The distribution of average seeds per pod is illustrated 
in Figure 9. The results of a simple linear correlation of number of 
seeds per pod and pod length are shown in Table VII. Their values 
ranged from 0.326 to 0.896. Five strains showed highly significant 
correlations, two strains showed significant correlations and three 
strains were not significantly correlated o It appears that the 
number of seeds per pod and pod length are not always as closely 
correlated as one might expect. 
Pod color. Although there are varying degrees of pod color, yellow~ 
brown and black appear to be the most useful in the classification. 
Since these colors form a continuous distribution from one class to 
another, classification of pod color was often very difficult. The 
yellow colored class (which includes greenish-yellow to yellow) is 
fairly definite; however, the brown class includes considerable varia-
tion from a light brown to a very dark brown color. There is the 
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MEAN NUMBER OF SEEDS PER .POD 
:F'igure 9. Frequency histogram of mean number 
of seeds per pod of 138 mungbean strains 
grown at Perkins and Stillwater J 1957. 
TABLE VII 
COllREIATION COEF.FICIENT.S OF .SEEDS .PER J:'OD AND 
. l'OU . LENGTH. OF. T~N. MUNG BEAN .. .STRAINS 
Variety Correlation 
Coefficientl/ 
Chivel 8726 o.522 
Golden o. 751,i, 
Ill. 3 0.326 
Jumbo (Palecek) O. S90lHr 
Korean 8343 0. 765'1H, 
Okla. - 12 0.612 
P.I. 2237ll O. 714* 
Purdue 0. 896-~Hr 
Pus a 0.847,Hl-
Stritzaka 0.803-,i--;i-





class o Some variation of pod color was noted on single plants. The · 
lighter colored pods were usually located near the top of the plant, 
while the dark colors were located in lower positions, indicaUng that 
pods tend to turn a darker color with maturity. Color class distribution 
is shown in Table VIII. The classification of strains based on pod 
color is shown in Appendix Table X. 
TABLE VIII 
FREQUENCY DISTIUBUTION OF POD COLOR 
No. of 
Pod Color Strains Percent 
:[ 
Yellow 19 13.8 
Brown 94 6801 
Black 24 17.4 
Mixed 1 0.7 
Seed productivity. The strains were rated as excellent, good, 
fair or poor according to their productivfty (Appendix Table XI). 
The distribution of seed productivity ratings is shown in Table IX. 
Although a variety yield test will give a more accurate comparison 
of seed productivity, an estimate by observation can eliminate those 
strains which are poor producers. Only the strains rated good or 
excellent in this study show any promise of possessing desirable seed 
production factors. Figure 10 shows a comparison between an excellent 
seed producer and a poor seed producer. 
Seed surface. Seed surface was one of the easiest characters to 
recognize. The strains were classified as dull or shiny on the basis 
of seed surface (Appendix Table XII). Table X shows the frequency 
Figure 10. S-12-201 (left) and P. I. 
223003 (right) show excellent and 
poor seed productivity. The leaves 
have been removed. 
25 
26 
distribution of seed surface types o The seed surface character seems 
to be very important since most commercial sprouters insist on the 
shiny or so called "Oriental" types of mungbeanso Yellow seeds may 
be either shiny or dull. However., shiny yellow seeds are not as 
glossy in appearance as are the shiny green seedso 
TABLE IX 
· FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF .SEED PRODUCTIVITY 
Estimated Noo o.f 
Yield ..Strains Percent 
:Poor 41 29.7 
Fair 33 23.9 
Good 33 23o9 
Excellent 31 22os' 
TABLE X 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF .SEED .:SURFACE 
NOo' of 
Surface Strains Percent 
:Shiny 105' 76.1 
Dull 28 20.3 
Mixed 5 3.6 
Seed color. .Seed color was quite easy to distingu.isho The strains 
were classified as yellow, green, brown or black on the basis of their 
seed colors (.Appendix 'rable XIII). The distribution of seed colors is 
shown in Table XL The black types were somewhat mottled while the 
27 
other colors appeared to be uniformly one colorj except for the white 
hilums o Al though there appears to be variations in the green color, 
distinct shades were difficult to determineo The color green in this 
classification includes shades of green varying from olive green to 
light greeno 
TABLE XI 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF .SEED COLOR 
No. of 
Color Strains Percent 
Yellow 5 3.6 
Green 124 89.9 
Brown 3 2.2 
Black 6 4.3 
Seed size. The strains were classified as small, medium small, 
medium large or large on seed size (Appendix Table XIV). Figure 11 
shows the distribution of average seed sizes. Although the seeds exam= 
ined appeared fairly uniform in sizei environmental factors may have an 
effect making the value of absolute measurements questionable. 
~ shape" The strains were classified on seed shape as square, 
round or intermediate ends (Appendix Table XV). The class intermediate 
includes those strains that had both square and round seed ends. In 
most cases the distinction of class was fairly easy. However, in some 
instances classification was difficult and strains were put in the inter-
mediate class if there was a doubt as to which class it belonged. 
Table XII shows the frequency distribution of seed shapeo The shape 
of the seed ends appears to be a fairly good character to use in 
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MEAN SEED .SIZE IN MILLIMETERS 
Figure 11. Frequency histogram of 
mean seed size of 138 nmngbean 
strains grown at Perkins and 
Stillwater., 1957 . 
TABLE XII 
FREqUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF .SEED SHA.PE 
No. of 
Sha Ee Strain Percent 
Round 46 33.3 
Intermediate 48 34.s 
Square 44 31.9 
Seed quality. The strains were classified as poor, fair, good or 
excellent based on this character (Appendix Table XVI). The distri-
'' 
bution of seed quality is shown in Table XIII. Demands of the commer-
28 
cial sprouters largely determine the seed quality factors. This classi-
29 
fication of seed quality is based on those factors considered important 
by the commercial sprouters. Strains rated poor on seed quality had one 
or more of the following undesirabie characteristics: (1) small seed, 
(2) lack of uniformity of size and shape, (J) lack of plumpness 
(wrinkled seed coats) and (4) discolored and diseased seed. 
TABLE XIII 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF ,SEED QUALITY 
No. of 
Qualiti Strains Percent 
Poor 47 34.1 
Fair 61 44.2 
Good 24 17.4 
Excellent 6 4.3 
.Summaries of the vegetative and fruiting characteristics studied 
in 1957, are shown in Appendix Tables XVII and XVIII, respectively. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION.$ 
A survey of 138 mungbean strains was conducted at the Perkins and 
:Stillwater Agronomy farms in the summer of 1957. Notes were taken 
during the growing season and further studies were made in the labora-
tory to determine the most useful agronomic and botanical characters to 
be used in a classification. 
The characters that appeared to be most useful in the classifi-
cation were: 
(1) Growth habit (9) Seed productivity 
(2) Height (10) Number of seeds per 
pod 
(3) Absence or presence of 
purple plant pigment (11) l"od color 
(4) Leaf size (12) Seed surface 
(5) Leaf texture (13) Seed color 
(6) Leafiness (14) Seed size 
.. 
(7) Lodging (15) .Seed shape 
( 8) Maturity···· (16) .Seed quality 
Pod length and number of seeds per pod appeared to be highly 
correlated in some strains but only slightly correlated in other 
strains. 
There was a highly significant difference in the variances of 
pod length of the different strains. 
This study was not designed as a genetic study; however, some 
assumptions may be made from the data collected. Seed color, seed 
30 
31 
surface and absence or presence of purple plant pigment formed dis-
continuous distributions and are probably controlled by only one or two 
factor pairs. Pod color, although forming color classes of yellow, 
brown and black, appeared to form continuous distributions from one 
class to the other indicating that pod color is not controlled by a 
single factor pair. 
Further genetical and breeding studies on mungbeans are needed to 
establish the breeding behavior of the various characters. This classi-
fication furnishes a starting point for such studies. 
Further studies are needed to determine the dependability of the 
expression of the characters in this classification under various 
environmental conditions. 
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APPEJ\1DIX TABLE I 
GROWTH HABIT CLASSIFICATION OF 138 MUNGBEAN STRAINS 
GHOWN AT .PEIi.KINS. AND STILLWATER, 1957 
Bush Semi-Vine Vine 
Golden Pusa 23-8394 Po Io 217954 Chivel 8726 Korean 8343 
Green Pusa 28 p .I. 217955 Indian 8262 S-12-127-1 
Green Mung Pus a 288344-1 P.I. 217956 Th x P-188 S-12-200 
(Ga.) Pusa 288344-3 P.Io 217957 P.I. 211066 .S-125 
Ill. 3 s-12-126 P.I. 218103 P.I. 211735 
Ill. 3-3 S:-12-128-1 P.I. 219699 P.I.. 211736 
Jumbo S-12-128-4 P.I. 220108 P.I. 212109 
Jumbo S-12-128-6 p .r. 220303 P.I. 212319 
·· (Palecek) S-12-186 P. I. 220672 .P.I. 212907 
Jumbo S-12-201 P.I. 220816 P.I. 212908 
(Texas) S-12-20!.~ P.I. 222116 p .r. 213015 
K 853-1 S-12-213 P.,I. 222816 P.I. 214062 
Korean 2310 S-12-701 p .r. 223280 P.I. 214063 
M.B. Indian S-12-2320 P.L 223522 P.I. 214334 
Mungo (Ga.) S-185 P.L 223523 .P.L 220304 
0. Mungs Sele 44 p.,r. 223710 P.I. 220305 
Okla. - 12 .Stri tzaka P.I. 226658 P.I. 220815 
OK 55-1 Stritzaka P.I. 227754 P.I. 223002 
OK 55-5 12~9 P.L 229707 P.I. 223003 
OK 55-6 Stritzaka P.I. 223281 
OK 55-10 12-87 P •. Io 223711 
OK 55-25 Th x P-62 P.I. 22Jl:l02 
OK 55-26 Th x P-226188 P.I. 227041 
OK 55-35 328-38-211 P.I. 227247 
OK 55-41 329-28 p .r. 227248 
OK 55-44 P.I.. 164301 P.I. 227291 
OK 55-47 P.I. 164301-3 P.I. 229708 
OK 55-48 P.I. 164336-4 
OK 55-51 P.I. 164720 
OK 55-64 P.I. 164778 
OK 55-67 P.I. 179960-1 
OK 55-69 P.I. 183065 
OK 55-70 P.I. 197019 
OK 55-77 P.L 207504 
OK 55-78 P.I. 211067 
1 
Bush and Vine 
OK 55-79 p.,I • 211612 
OK 55-81 P.I. 211613 S-12-199 
OK 55-82 P.I. 211614 I Yreba Mung 
OK 55-90 P.L 211615 
OK 55-92 P.I. 211737 
OK 55-99 P.I .. 212614 
Purdue Po I. 212909 
Purdue 2-1 (Mungo) 
Purdue 2-2 P.I. 214335 
Purdue 3 P.I. 215650 
Pusa P.Io 217953 
APPENDIX TA.BLE II 
0 ' M, 
PIANT HEIGHT CLASSIFICATION OF 138 MUNGBEAN STEA.INS 
GROWN AT PERKINS.AND STILLWATER, 1957 
Short Medium Tall 
3 to 5 dm. 5o5 to 8 dmo 8.5 to 11 dm. 
Ill. 3-3 Chivel 8726 328-38-211 Golden 
Korean 2310 Green 329-28·· S-12-199 
Korean 8343 Green Mung (Ga.) P.I. 164301 P.L 197019 
o. Mungs Ill. 3 P.,I. 164301-3 P.I. 211615 
Okla. - 12 Indian 8262 P.I. 164336-4 P.Io 211735 
OK 55-1 Jumbo P.I. 164720 :P.r. 211736 
OK 55-6 Jumbo (Palecek) P.I.. 164778 P.I. 211737 
OK 55-26 Jumbo (Texas) - P.I. 179960-1 P.I. 212614 
OK 55-35 K 853-1 P.I. 183065 P.I. 212907 
OK 55-41 M.B. Indian P.I. 207504 P .. I. 212908 
OK 55-44 Mungo (Ga.) P.I. 211066 P.I. 213015 
OK 55-67 OK 55-5 P.I. 211067 P.I. 214334 
OK 55-69 OK 55-10 Po Io 211612 P.I. 215650 
OK 55-79 OK 55-25 P .. I. 211613 P.I. 217953 
OK 55-90 OK 55-47 P.L 211614 P.I • 220672 
. S-12-186 OK 55-48 P.I. 212109 P.I. 223711 
S-12-201 OK 55-51 p.r. 212319 P.I. 223802 
S-12-204 OK 55-64 P.I., 214062 P.I. 227041 
S-12-213 OK 55-70 P.I. 214063 P.I. 227291 
S-12-2320 OK 55-77 P.,.L 214335 
S-185 OK 55-78 P.I. 217954 
Stritzaka 12-9 OK 55-81 P.I. 217955 
Stritzaka 12-87 OK 55-82 P.I. 217956 
Yreba Mung OK 55-92 P.I. 217957 
P.I. 212909 OK 55-99 P.I. 218103 
(Mungo) Purdue P.I. 219699 
P.,I. 227754 Purdue 2-1 P.I. 220108 
P.I. 229708 Purdue 2-2 P.L 220303 
Purdue 3 P.I. 220304 
Pusa P. r. 220305 
Pusa 23-8394 P.L 220815 
Pusa 28 P.I. 220816 
Pusa 288344-1 P.L 222116 
Pusa 288344-3 P.I. 222816 
S-12-126 P.I. 223002 
5-12-127-1 P.I. 223003 
S-12-128-1 P .L, 223280 
S-12-128-4 p.r. 223.281 
S-12-128-6 P.I., 223.522 
5-12-200 P.I. 223523 
13-12-701 p.,r. 223710 
S-125 p .I. 226658 
Sel. 44 P.I .. 227247 
Stritzaka P.I. 227248 
Th x P-62 P.I. 229707 
Th x P-188 



















P .I. 220815 
P .r. 226658 
P.I .. 227754 
APPENDIX TABLE III 
LEA,_F SIZE CLASSIFICATION OF 138 MUNGBEAN STRAJN.S 
GROWN AT PERKINS AND STILLWATER> 1957 
Medium Large 
.• 
Ghivel 8726 Th x P-62 P.I. 223280 Green 
Golden Th x :P-188 P.I. 223281 Jumbo 
Green :Mlrng Th x P-226188 P.I. 223522 Jumbo (Palecek 
(Ga.) 328-38-211 P.I. 223523 Jumbo (Texas) 
Ill. 3 329-28 P.I. 223710 OK 55-26 
Ill. 3-3 P.I. 164301 P.I. 223802 OK 55-35 
Indian 8262 P.I. 164301-3 :P.I. 227041 OK 55-41 
K 853-1 P.I. 164336-4 P.L 227247 OK 55-47 
M.B. Indian P. I. 164 7 20 P.I .. 227248 OK 55-48 
Mungo ( Ga • ) P.I. 179960-1 P.I. 227291 OK 55-51 
OK 55-1 .. :P.Io 183065 P.I. 229707 OK 55-77 
OK 55-5 P .r. 197019 l' .I. 229708 P.I. 164778 
OK 55-6 :e.r. 207504 :e • I. 212907 
OK 55-10 P.I. 211066 f .I., 212908 
OK 55-25 P .. I. 211067 P.L 213015 
OK 55-44 P.I. 211612 P .r. 214334 
OK 55-64 P.L 211613 P.I. 223711 
OK 55-67 P.I. 211614 
OK 55-69 P.I. 211615 
OK 55-70 ?.I. 211735 
OK 55-78 p .I. 211736 
OK 55-79 P.I. 211737 
OK 55-81 P.I. ·212109 
OK 55-82 P.L 212319 
OK 55-90 P.I. 212614 
OK 55-92 P.L 212909 
OK 55-99 (Mungo) 
Purdue :e.,r. 214062 
Purdue 2-1 P.I. 214063 
'Purdue 2-2 P.I. 214335 
Purdue 3 P.I. 215650 
Pus a P.I. 217953 
Pusa 23-8394 P .. I .. 217954 
Pusa 28 P.r. 217955 
Pusa 288344-1 P.I. 217956 
Pusa 288344-3 p.,r. 217957 
s-12-126 P.I. 219699 
S-12-128-1 P.I. 220108 
S-12-128-4 P.I. 220303 
3-12-128-6 P.I. 220304 
S-12-199 P.L. 220305 
S-12-200 P.I. 220672 
S-12-201 P.I~ 220816 
S-12-204 P.I. 222116 
3-12-701 P.Io 222816 
Selo 44 P .. L ·223002 
Stritzaka P oio 223003 
) 
APPENDIX TABLE IV 
LEAF TEXTURE CIA.SSIFICA.TIOl'J OF 138 MUNGBElN STRAINS 
GROWN AT t'E.RKINS AND STILLWATER, 1957 
Smooth Medium Rough 
-
Korean 8343 Chivel 8726 328-38-211 Golden P.I. 217956 
Oo Mungs Green 329-28 Green Mung P.I. 217957 
Okla. - 12 Ill. 3 . P.I. 164301 (Ga.) P.I. 218103 
S-12-127-1 Ill. 3-3 P oI. 164301-3 Jumbo P .I. 219699 
S-12-186 Indian 8262 P.I. 164336-4 Jumbo P.L. 220108 
.5-12-2320 K 853-1 . PoL 164778 (Palecek) .P .I• 220303 
S-125 Korea;n 2310 r.r. 179960-1 Jumbo(Texas) P.I. 2203U4 
.S-185 OK 55-1 P.I. 183065 M.B. Indian .. P.I. 220305 
.Stritzaka OK -55-6 P.I. 214063 Mungo. (Ga.) .1:1. r. 220672 
12-87 OK 55-10 P .r. 223522 OK 55-5 P.I .. 220815 
Yreba Mung OK 55-26 P.I. 223802 OK 55-25 P .. I. 220816 
P.I. 227754 OK 55-35 OK 55-47 JP .. I. 222116 
OK 55-41 OK 55-48 P.I. 222816 
OK 55-44 OK 55-51 :P.I .. 223002 
OK 55-67 OK 55-64 P.I. 223003 
OK 55-69 OK 55-70 P.I. 223280 
OK 55-79 OK 55-77 P.I. 223281 
OK 55-81 OK 55-78 P.I.. 223523 
OK 55-82 OK 55-92 P.I. 223710 
OK 55-90 OK 55-99 p .r. 223711 
Purdue P.I. 164720 P.I. 226658 
Purdue 2-1 P.I. 197019 P.I. 227041 
Purdue 2-2 P.I. 207504 P.I. 227247 
Purdue 3 P.I. 211066 P.I. 227248 
Pus a P .. I. 211067 P.I. 227291 
Pusa 23-8394 P.I. 211612 .P.I. 229707 
Pusa 28 P .. I. 211613 P.I. 229708 
Pusa 288344-1 P.I. 211614 
Pusa 288344-3 P.I. 211615 
S-12-126 P .. I. 211735 
S-12-128-1 P.I. 211736 .. 
5-12-128-4 P.I. 211737 
S-12-128-6 P.I. 212109 
S-12-199 P .. Io 212319 
S-12-200 P.I. 212614 
S-12-201 P .. I. 212907 
S-12-204 P.L 212908 
S-12-213 P.I .. 212909 
S-12-701 (Mungo) 
Sel. 44 P .. I. 213015 
Stritzaka P.I. 214062 
.Stritzaka p.r. 214334 
12-9 P.I. 214335 
Th x P-62 P.I. 215650 
Th x P--188 P.I. 217953 



















APPENDIX TABLE V 
LIA.FINESS CIASSIFICATION OF 138 MUNGBEA,N STRAINS 
GROWN AT PER.KINS AND .STILLWATER,, 1957 
Medium Excellent 
Ill. 3 Stritzaka 12-87 \Chivel 8726 
Ill. 3-3 Th x P-62 Golden 
Jumbo (Palecek) Yreba Mung Green 
Jumbo (Texas) 328-38-211 Green Mung (Ga.) 
K 853-1 329-28 Indian 8262 
Korean 8343 P.I. 164301 OK 55-78 
M.B. Indian P. I. 164301-3 S-12-128-1 
o. Mungs P.I. 164720 .S-12-128-6 
Okla. - 12 P.I. 179960-1 S-12-200 
OK 5.5-1 P .. I .. 207504 Th x P-188 
OK 55-5 P.I. 211066 Th x P-226188 
OK .5.5-6 P.I. 21173.5 P. I. 16u 336-4 
OK 55-10 P .. I. 211736 P.I. 183065 
OK .55-26 P.I. 212319 P .. I. 197019 
OK 55-35 P.L 212907 P.I. 211067 
OK 55-41 p .I. 212908 P.I. 211612 
OK 55-44 Pel. 213015 P.I. 211613 
OK 55-47 P.I. 214063 P.I. 211614 
OK 55-67 P.I .. 214334 P.I. 211615 
OK 55-69 P.I. 219699 P.I. 211737 
OK 55-7fJ P.I. 220305 P.L 212109 
OK 55-77 P .. I .. 220672 P .. I. 212614 
OK 55-79 P.L 220816 P.I. 212909 (Mun 
OK .55-90 P.I .. 222116 P.I. 214062 
OK 55-92 P.I. 223281 P .. I. 21433.5 
OK 55-99 P.I. 223522 P.I. 215650 
Purdue P.I. 223711 P.I., 217953 
Purtlue. 2-1 P.I. 227247 P.I. 217954 
Purdue 2-2 P.I. 227754 P.I. 217955 
Purdue 3 P.Io 217956 
Pusa 23-8394 P.I. 217957 
Pusa 28 P.I. 218103 
Pusa 288344-1 P.I .. 220108 
Pusa 288344-3 P.I. 220303 
s-12-126 P.L 220304 
S-12..,;128-4 P.I., 220815 
s-12-186 P.Iq 222816 
s..:.12-199 P .. I. 223002 
S-12-201 P.I. 223003 
5-12-204 Polo 223280 
S-12-213 P.I. 223523 
S-12-2320 P.I. 223710 
,S-125 P.I. 223802 
S-185 P.I. 226658 
Sel. 44 P.I. 227041 
Stritzaka P.I. 227248 , 




APPEND IX TABLE VI 
LODGING CLASSIFICATION OF 138 MUNGBEAN STRAINS 
GROWN A'r PERKINS AND STILLWATER,. 1957 
. -- -
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None to Slight Some .Severe 
·-· .· 
Golden Jumbo P.L 220303 Chivel 8726 
Green Mung (Ga.) Korean 2310 P.L 220304 Green 
Ill. 3-3 M.B. Indian P.I. 220305 Ill. 3 
Korean 8343 Mungo (Ga.) r .. r. 220672 Indian 8262 · 
o. Mungs OK 55-5 P .. I .. 220815 Jumbo (Palecek) 
Okla" - 12 OK 55-6 P.I. 220816 Jumbo (Texas) 
OK 55-44 OK 55-10 P.Io 222116 K 853-1 
OK 55-70 OK 55-25 r.r. 223002 OK 55-1 
OK 55-77 OK 55-48 P.I. 223280 OK 55-26 
OK 55-78 OK 55-51 p.r. 223281 OK 55-35 
OK 55-79 OK 55-67 P.I. 223522 OK 55-41 
s-12-186 OK 55-69 P.I. 223523 OK 55-47 
S-12-213 Purdue 2-1 P.I. 223710 OK 55-64 
S-12-2320 Pus a P.I. 223711 OK 55-81 
S-125 s-12-126 P.L 223802 OK 55-821 
S-185 S-12-127-1 P.I. 226658 OK 55-901 
Y re ba ]fang S-12-128-6 P.I. 227041 OK 55~92 
P.L 197019 S-12-199 P.L 227247 OK 55=99 
P.I. 211066 S-12-201 F.L 227248 P11rdue 
P.I. 211067 S-12-204 P.L 227291 Purdue 2-2 
.P,;,Ia 211614 Stri tz.aka 12-9 P.L 229707 Purdue 3 
:r.r. 212909 Stritzaka 12-137 P.I. 229708 Pusa 23-8394 
(Mungo) Th x P-62 Pusa 28 
P.I. 214335 328:...38-211 Pusa 288344-1 
lP.L 222816 P.L 164301 Pusa 288344-3 
P .. L 223003 P.I. 164336-4 S-12-128-1 
P.I. 227754 P.L 207504 S-12-128-4 
P.I. 211612 S-12-200 
J?.,I. 211613 S-12-701 
P.I. 211615 Selo 44 
P.L 211735 Stritzaka 
P.I. 211736 Th x JP-188 
P.L 2117 37 Th x P-226188 
P.I. 212109 329-28 
PoL 212319 Polo 164301-3 
Pol. 212614 P.I. 164720 
p,,r. 214062 P .. L 164778 
Polo 214334 Polo 179960-1 
P.I. 215650 p.,r. 183065 
P .. I. 217953 P.I. 212907 
P.L 2179.54 P.I. 212908 
P.I. 21795.5 P.I. 213015 






APPENDIX TABLE VII 
MATURITY CLASSIFICATION OF 138 MUNGBEA.N STRAINS 
GROWN AT PERKINS AND $TILLWATER, 1957 
,,,., 
E.arlz ,: Medium Ear Medium Late Late ~:--
J 
I 
Chivel 8726 Korean 2310 J Green Purdue 2-2 Po! .. 197019 
Korean 8343 · Ill. 3 Purdue 3 Golden P.I. 211066 
M.B. Indian I Pus a Green Mung P. I. 211067 / Ill. 3-3 
o. Mungs 1 Indian 8262 Pusa 23-8394 (Ga.) Polo 211612 
Okla. - 12 j Jumbo .Pusa 28 Mungo (Ga.) P .. I. 211613 
OK 55-44 . Jumbo Pusa 288344-1 P.I. 164301 .Po I. 211614 
OK 55-67 l (Palecek) Pusa 288344-3 P.I. 207504 Pol. 211615 
OK 55-69 Jumbo (Texas) s-12-128-1 .P.Io 212319 P.I. 211735 
OK 55-79 K 853-1 B-12-128-4 P.I. 212614 Polo 211736 
5-12-126 OK 55-1 $-12-128-6 P.I. 212907 P.I. 211737 
S-12-127-1 OK 55-5 S-12-199 Polo 212908 P.I. 212109 
S-12-186 OK 55-6 S-12-200 p.r. 212909 P.I. 217955 
S-12-201 OK 55-10 .S-12-204 (Mungo) P. I. 217956 
5-12-213 OK·55-25 S-12-701 P.L 213015 Polo 218103 
S-12-2320 OK 55-26 S-125 P .r. 214062 P.I. 220108 
S-185 OK 55-35 Sel. 44 P.I. 214335 
I 
P.I. 220303 
Stri tzaka 12-$1 OK 55-41 Stritzaka P.I. 215650 P.I. 220304 
.5tritzaka OK 55-47 Th x P-62 P.I. 217953 P.I • 220305 
12-87 OK 55-48 Th x P-188 P .I. 217954 P.L 220672 
Yreba Mung OK 55-51 Th x P-226188 P.I. 217957 P.I. 220815 
329-2tl OK 55-64 328-38-211 P.I. 219699 : P. Io 222816 
P .I. 227754 OK 55-70 P.I. 164301-3 P.I. 220816 P.I. 223002 
OK 55-77 Pol. 164336-4 P.I .. 222116 P.Io 223003 
OK 55-7B P.I. 164720 P. I. 223522 P.I. 223280 
OK 55-81 P.Io 164778 p.r. 223523 P.I. 223281 
OK 55-82 P.I. 179960-1 P.I~ 223711 P .I. 223710 
OK 55-90 P.I. 183065 P.I .. 227247 P .. I. 223802 
OK 55-92 P.I. 214063 P.I.. 227248 .P .I. 226658 
OK 55:..99 P.L 214334 P.,I. 229707 P.I. 227041 
due P.I. 229707 P.I. 227291 
Purdue 2-1 
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APPENDIX TABLE VIII 
. -
MEAN POD LENGTH CLI\S.SIFICATION OF 138 MUNGBEAN STRAINS 
GROWN !.T PERKINS.AND .STILLW:ATER, 1957 . 
.. . 1 • - .. , 
Short Medium _· Long 
4oO - 6.oO cm. 6.5 - 9.5 cm. 10.0 - 13.0 cm 
Mungo (Ga.) Chivel 8726 s-12-128-1 P .I. 220816 Green 
P.I,. 211066 Golden s-12..:128-4 p.r. 223522 J-µmbo (Palecek 
f'.I. 211612 Green Mung S-12-128-6 P.I. 223523 OK 55-1 
P.I. 211613 (Ga.) 5-12-186 P.I. 223710 OK 55-26 
P.I. 211614 Ill. 3_ S-12-199 P .. L. 223711 OK 55-35 
P.I. 211615 Ill. 3-3 S-12-200 l' .. I •. 227247 OK 55-l.iJ. 
P·.I. 211735 Indian 8262 S-12-201 P.I. 227248 
P.L 211736 Jumbo S-12-204 P~I. 227754 
P.I. 211737 Jumbo (Texas) S-12-213 P.I. 229707 
:P.I. 212109 K 853-1 S-12-701 P.I. 229708 
P.I .. 212319 Korean 2310 .S-12-2320 
·p. I. 212909 Korean 8343 .S-125 
(Mungo) M.B. Indian S-18.5 
P.I. 214335 O. Mungs .Sel~ 44 
P.I. 21.5650 Okla. - 12 Stritzaka 
P .. I. 217955 OK 55-5 Stri tzaka 12-9 
P.I. 217957 OK 55-6 .Stritzaka 
P.I. 218103 OK 55-10 12-87 I 
P .. I. 220108 OK 55-25 Th xP-62 
P .. I. 220303 OK 55-44 'J:'h x P-188 
P.I. 220304 OK 55-47 Th x P-226188 
P.I. 220305 OK 55-48 Yreba Mung 
P.I. 220815 OK 55-51 328-38-211 
P.I. 222116 OK 55-64 329-28 
:P.L 222816 OK 55-67 P .. I. 164301 
P.I. 223002 OK 55-69 P.I. 164301-3 
F.I. 223003 OK 55-70 P.Io 164336-4 
p • I. 223280 OK 55-77 P.I. 164720 
P.I. 223281 OK 55-78 P .I. 164778 
r.r. 223802 OK 55-79 P. Io 179960-1 
P.I., 226658 OK 55-81 P .. I.. 183065 
P. r. 227041 OK 55-82 P.I. 197019 
P.I. 227291 OK 55-90 P .. I. 207504 
OK 55 ... 92 P.I. 211067 
OK 55-99 p .I. 212614 
Purdue P.I. 212907 
Purdue 2-1 P.I. 212908 
Purdue 2-2 P.Io 213015 
Purdue 3 p oI. 214062 
Pusa P.I. 214063 
Pusa 23-8394 Polo 214334 
Pusa 28 P.I. 2179.53 
l'usa 288344-1 P.I,. 217954 
'Pusa 288344..:3 P.I. 2179.56 
:S-12-126 f.I. 219699 
S-12-127-1 P.I. 220672 
) 
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APPENDIX TABLE IX 
MEAN NUMBER OF SEEDS PER POD CIA,SSIFICP..TION OF 138 MUNGBE!N 
STRAIN.s GROWN AT PERKINS AND STILLWA..TER, 1957 
Few Medium Many -
5 to 9 10 to 12 13 to 16 
Korean 8343 Chivel 8726 S-12-201 Green 
Mungo (Ga.) Golden .S-12-204 Green Mung ( Ga • ) 
O. Mungs Ill. 3 S-12-21.3 Jumbo (Palecek) 
Okla. - 12 Ill. 3-3 · S-12-701 Jumbo (Texas) 
OK 55-44 Indian 8262 S-125 OK 55-1 
S-12-2320 Jumbo Sel. 44 OK 55-51 
S-185 K 853-1' Stritzaka S-12-200 
Stritzaka 12-87 Korean 2310 Stri tzaka 12-9 P.I .. 164301 
329-28 M.B .. Indian Th x P-62 P.I. 164336-4 
P.I. 197019 OK 55-5 Th x P-188 P.I. 164720 
P.I .. 211612 OK 55-6 Th x P-226188 P.I. 207504 
P.I. 211613 OK 55-10 Yreba. Mung P.I. 211067 
P.I. 211614 OK 55-25 328-38-211 :PO I. 223523 
P.I. 211615 OK 55-26 p O I. 164301-3 P.I. 223711 
P.I. 211735 OK 55-35 P.I. 164778 P.I. 227247 
P.I. 211737 OK 55-41 P.I. 179960-1 
P.L 212109 OK 55-47 P.I. 183065 
P.I. 212909 OK 55-48 P.I. 211066 
(Mungo) OK .55-64 P.I. 211736 
P .r .. 217955 OK .55-67 P.I. 212319 
P.I. 218103 OK 55-69 P.I. 212614 
P.I. 219699 OK 55-70 P.I. 212907 
P.I. 220108 OK 55-77 P.I. 212908 
P.I. 220303 OK 55-78 P.I. 213015 
P.I. 220304 OK 55-79 F.I. 214062 
P.I. 220815 OK 55-81 P.I. 214063 
P •. r. 222816 OK 55-82 P.I. 214334 
P.I. 223002 OK 55-90 P.I. 214335 
P.I. 223281 OK 55-92 P.I. 215650 
p .I. 226658 OK 55-99 P.I. 217953 
P.I. 227041 Purdue P.I. 217954 
Purdue 2-1 P .. I. 217956 
Purdue 2-2 P.Io 217957 
Purdue 3 r.r. 220305 
Pusa P.I. 220672 
Pusa 23-8394 P ... I. 220816 
Pusa 28 P~I. 222116 
Pusa 288344-1 P.I. 223003 
Pusa 288344-3 P"I. 223280 
.S-12-126 P .. L 223522 
S-12-127-1 Polo 223710 
:5-12-128-1 p .I. 223802 
S-12-128-4 P.I .. 227248 
S-12-128-6 P.I. 227291 
S-12-186 Polo 227754 
S-12-199 P.I. 22"9707 
Polo 229708 
APPENDIX TABL~ X 
.POD COLOR CI.ASSIFICATION OF 138 MUNGBEA.N :STRAINS 
GROWN AT PER.KINS AND .STILLWATER, 1957 
Yellow Brown Black Mixed 
' 
Chivel 8726 Illo 3 Yreba Mung Green OK 55-78 
Golden Ill. 3-3 328-38-211 Jumbo 
Green Mung Indian 8262 1-1. I. 164301 Mungo (Ga.) · 
(Ga.) Jumbo Polo 164336-4 OK 55-1 ... 
OK .55-81 (Palecek) P .I. 164720 OK 55-5 
.S-12-128-1 Jumbo "' P.I. 179960-1 OK 55-6 
S-12-128-6 (Texas) P.I. 211066 .OK 55-10 
P.I. 197019 K 853-1 .. P .Io 211067 OK 55-25 
P ... I. 207504 Korean 2310 P~I. 211612 OK 5.5-26 
P.I .. 212907 Korean 8343 P .I.. 211613 OK 55-35 
P.I .. 212908 M.B. Indian P.I. 211614 OK 55-41 
P.I .. 213015 o •. Mungs l". I. 211615 OK 55-64 
P.I.. 214062 Okla. - 12 P.L. 211735 OK 55-67 
P.I. 214334 OK 55-44 P.I .. 211736 OK 55-77 
P.I. 217955 OK 55-47 l' •. I. 211737 OK 55-79 
P.I. 219699 OK 55-48 P.I. 212109 OK 55-90 
p .I. 223522 OK 55-51 P.I. 212319 S-12-701 
P.I. 223523 OK 55-69 P.I., 212614 Stritzaka 
P.L 223711 OK 55-70 p • I. 214335 12-9 
P.I .. 223802 OK 55-82 P.I. 215650 329-28 
OK 55-92 P.I .. 217953 p.,:r; .. 164301-3 
OK 55-99 P.I. 217954 P.I. 164778 
Pu~due P.I. 217956 P.I. 183065 
Puirdue 2-1 P.I .. 217957 P.L 212909 
Purdue 2-2 P .. I. 218103 (Mungo) 
.l"urdue 3 P.I. 220108 P.I. 214063 
Pusa P.I. 220303 
Pusa 23-8394 P.I. 220304 
Pusa 28 P.I. 220305 
Pusa 288344-1 P.I. 220672 
Pusa 288344-3 p.r. 220815 
S-12-126 P.I. 220816 
S-12-127-1 P.I. 222116 
.S-12-128-4 P.I. 222816 
s-12-186 P.I. 223002 
S-12-199 Polo 223003 
S-12-200 P.I. 223280 
S-12-201 P.I. 223281 
S-12-204 Polo 223710 
.5-12-213 P.I. 226658 
:S-12-2320 P.I. 227041 
S-125 P.L 227247 
.S-185 P.I. 227248 
Sel. 44 P oio 227291 
Stritzaka P.I. 227754 
.Stri tzaka 12-87 P.I. 229707 ., 
Th x P-62 P.I. 229708 
Th x P-188 
Th x "P-226188 
APPENDIX TABLE XI 
SEED PRODUCTIVITY CHARACTERISTICS OF 138 MUNGBEtl,N STit,f\,INS 
GROWN AT 1~mKINS AND ,STILLWA'rEH, 1957 
..... 
lPoor .Fair Good Excellent 
Golden Chivel 8726 Ill. 3 Jumbo 
Green Mung (Ga.) Green : Jumbo (Palecek) Jumbo (Texas) 
Mungo (dao) IlL 3-3 Korean 2310 Korean 8343 
P.I. 164301 Indian 8262 OK 55-1 M~B. Indian 
Po I., 197019 K 853-1 OK 55-5 0. M11pgs 
P.I. 211067 OK 55-25 OK 55-6 Okla. - 12 
P.I. 211612 OK 55-7B ! OK 55-10 OK 55-47 
P.I. 211613 OK 55-82 OK 55-26 OK 55-48 
P.I. 211614 Pusa 28 OK 55-35 OK 55-64 
p .I. 211615 S-12-128-4 
' 
OK 55-41 OK 55-70 
p .I. 211735 S-12-128-6 OK 55-!.+4 OK 55-77 
P .. I. 211736 S-12-199 OK 55-51 P11rd11e 
P.I. 212109 S-12-200 OK 55-67 Purdue 2-1 
r .. r. 212319 Sel. 44 OK 55-69 Purdue 3 
P.I. 212614 Stritzaka OK 55-79 Pnsa 
P.I. 214062 Th x P-18[3 OK 55-'81 Pusa 288344-1 
P.L 214335 328-38-211 OK 55-90 S-12-127-1 
P.r. 215650 P.I. 183065 
i 
OK 55-92 S-12-186 
P.I. 217953 P.I. 207504 OK 55-99 S-12-201 
P.I. 217954 P.I. 211066 ' Purdue 2-2 S-12-204 
P.I. 217955 p .I. 211737 l'usa 23-8394 E-12-701 
P. I. 217956 P.,I. 212907 Pusa 288344-3 S-12-2320 
P.I. 217957 P"I. 212908 B-12-126 :S-125 
P.I. 218103 P.I.. 212909 S-12-128-1 S-185 
P~I. 220108 (Mungo) S-12-213 Stritzaka 12-9 
44 
P.L 220303 P.L 214334 Th x P-226188 Stritzaka 12-87 
P •. I. 220304 P.L 2;1-9699 329-28 Th x P-62 
P.I. 220305 P.L 220816 P.I. 164336-4 Yreba Mung 
P.L 220672 P .. I. 223522 P.I. 164720 P.I. 164301-3 
:r.r. 220815 p .I. 223523 Polo 213015 P.L 164778 
P.L 222116 P.I. 223802 P.L 214063 P.L 179960-1 
P.I. 222816 P.I. 227248 P.I. 223711 
P.L 223002 P.I. 229707 p .r. 227754 
P. I. 223003 Po Io 229708 
P.L 223280 
P'. I. 223281 
P.I. 223710 





AP'PENDIX TABLE XII 
.. 
SEED SURFACE CLASSIFICATION OF 138 MUNGBEA,N .STRAINS 
GROWN AT PERKINS AND jTILLWATER1 1957. 
. . . ~ -. ... 
Shinv Dull Mixed 
45 
Chivel 8726 S-12-200 P.I. 223003 Golden Jumbo (Texas) 
Green S-12-204 P.I. 223280 Mungo (Ga.) S-12-201 
Green Mung .S-12-213 P.I. 223281 OK 55-5 P.I. 212614 
(Ga.) S-12-701 P .. I. 223522 OK 55-6 P.I .. 214334 
Ill. 3 S-12-2320 P.I. 223523 OK 55-10 P .r. 214335 
Ill. 3-3 S-185 P.I. 223711 OK 55-25 
Indian 8262 .Stritzaka P.I .. 223802 OK 55-82 
Jumbo 12-9 P.I. 226658 OK 55-90 
Jumbo Stritzaka P.I~ 227041 OK 55-92 
(.Palecek) 12-87 P.I. 227247 S:-12-128-1 
K 853-1 Th x P-62 P.I. 227248 S-12-128-6 
Korean 2310 Th x P-188 P.L 227291 S-125 
Korean 8343 Th x P-226188 p • I. 227754 Sel. 44 
M.B. Indian "Jlreba Mung P.I. 229707 .Stritzaka 
o. Mungs 328-38-211 P.I. 229708 P.I. 164301 
Okla. - 12 329-28 P.I. 164301-3 
OK 55-1 P.I. 207504 P .Io 164336-4 
OK 55-26 P.-I. 211066 P .L 164720 
OK 55-35 P.I. 211612 P .. I .. 164778 
OK 55=41 P.r. 211613 P.I. 179960-1 
OK 55-44 P.I. 211614 :P.I. 183065 
OK 55-47 P.I. 211615 P.I. 197019 
OK 55-48 P.L 211735 P.L 211067 
OK 55-51 P .. I. 211736 P.L 212909 
OK 55-64 P.I. 211737 (Mungo) 
OK 55-67 P.I. 212109 P.I. 214062 
OK 55-69 :p .I. 212319 P.I. 214063 
OK 55-70 P.I. 212907 P .. I. 217955 
OK 55-77 P.L 212908 P .. I. 22~710 
OK 55-78 P.I. 213015 
OK 55-79 P.I. 215650 
OK 55-81 P .. I. 217953 
OK 55-99 p.._r. 217954 
Purdue P .. I. 217956 
Purdue 2-1 P.,I. 217957 
Purdue 2-2 P.I. 218103. e 
Purdue 3 P.I. 219699 
Pusa P.I. 220108 
Pusa 23-8394 P.I. 220303 
Pnsa 28 P .. I. 220304 
Pusa 288344-1 F.I. 220305 
Pusa 288344-3 P.I. 220672 
S-12-126 P .. I. 220815 
5-12-127-1 P.,Io 220816 -
:$-12-128-4 P.I. 222116 
S-12-J.86 Po Io 222816 






AI'PENDIX TABLE XIII 
.SEED !'.COLOR CLASSIFICATION OF 138 MUNGBEAN STEA.IN$ 






S-12-126 PoI. 212908 
S-12-127-1 P .L 213015 
s-12-12e-1 P.I. 214062 

















































S-12-186 P.I, 214335 
S-12-199 P.I. 215650 
S-12-200 Pol. 217953 
S-12-201 P.I. 217954 
S-12-204 P.I. 217955 
S-12-213 P.I. 217956 
S-12-701 P.I. 217957 
S-12-2320 P.I. 219699 
S-125 P.I. 220108 
S-185 P.I. 220303 
Sel. 44 P.I. 220304 
Stritzaka P.I. 220305 
Stri tzaka 12-9 P. I. 220672 
Stritzaka P.L 220816 
12-87 P.I~ 222116 
Th x J-62 P.I. 223280 
Th x P-188 P.I. 223281 
Th x P-226188 P.I. 223522 
Yreba Mung P.L 223523 
328-38-211 P.Io 223711 
329-28 P.I. 223802 
P.I. 164301 P.I. 226658 
P.I. 164301-3 P.I. 227041 
P.I. 164336-4 P.I. 227247 
P.I. 164720 P.I. 227248 
P.I. 164778 P.I. 227291 
P.I. 179960-1 P.I. 227754 
P.I. 183065 P.I. 229707 
P.I. 197019 P.I. 229708 
P .Io 207504 
P.L 211066 
P.L 211612 
P .I. 211613 
P .I. 211614 
P.I. 211615 
P .I. 211735 
P.I. 211736 












P .I. 223710 
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APPENDIX TABLE XIV 
MFAN SEED .SIZE CLASSIFICATION OF 138 MUNG BEAN STRAINS 
GROWN AT PERKINS 4\ND STILLWATER, 1957 
Small Medi um .Small Medium Large Large 
3.0 - 3.8 mm • 3.9 - 4.4 mm. 4.5 - 4°9 mm. 5oO - 6.5 mm. 
. ·· ,. - -· 
K 853-1 Chivel 8726 P.I. 219699 Ill. 3-3 Green 
Pusa 23-8394 Golden P.I. 220303 Indlan 8262 Jumbo 
P .I. 164301 Green Mung P.I. 220304 Jumbo (Texas) Jumbo (Palecek 
P.I. 207504 (Ga.) P~I. 2co305 Korean.2310 Korean 8343 
P.I. 211066 Illo 3 P.I. 220672 Q. Mungs Mungo (Ga.) 
P.Ia 211067 M.B. Indian P.I. 223003 Okla. - 12 OK 55-1 
P.I. 211614 OK 55-5 P.r .. 223281 OK 55-6 OK 55-26 
p .I •. 211735 OK 55-25 P.I. 223522 OK 55-10 OK 55-35 
P.I .. 211737 OK 55-48 P.I. 223710 OK 55-47 OK 55-41 
P.I. 220815 OK 55-92 P.I. 226658 OK 55-51 OK 55-44 
P.I. 220816 Purdue P.L 227247 OK 55-70 OK 55-64 
P.I .. 222116 Pus a P .r. 227754 OK 55-81 OK 55-67 
P.I. 222816 Pusa 28 P.I .. 1 229707 OK 55-82 OK 55-69 
P.I. 223002 Pusa 288344-1 OK 55-90 OK 55-77 
P.I. 223280 Pusa 288344-3 OK 55-99 OK 55-78 
P.I. 223523 .S-12-126 Purdue 2-1 OK 55-79 
P.L 223802 s-12-128...,4 Purdue 2-2 S-12-701 
P.I. 227041 S-12-128-6 Purdue 3 P.I. 212909 
Polo 227248 S-12-200 S-12-127-1 (Mungo) 




Th x P-188 S-12-2320 
., '.L'h x P-226188 S-125 
Yreba Mung S-185 
328-38-211 .Sel. 44 · 
P. L 164301-3 .Stritzaka 
P.I. 164336-4 .Stritzaka 
P.I. 164720 12-87 
P.L 183065 Th x P=62 
P .. I. 211612 329-28 
P •. I. 211613 P.I. 164778 
P .I. 211615 P .,L,, 179960-1 
P.L 211736 P .. I. 197019 
Po To 212109 P.I. 212907 
P.I. 212319, P.I. 212908 
P.I. 212614 .P • I. 213015 
P.I. 214062 P.I. 214063 
P.I. 214335 PoL, 214334 
P.L 215650 P.I. 220108 
p .r. 217953 P.I.. 223711 






APPENDIX TJ!,BLE XV 
SEED SHAPE CIA.SSIF.tC.ll,T!ON 'OF 138 MUNGBE!N STRA.IN:.i 


































t' .I. 164301-3 
P.I. 164336-4 
P .Io 164720 
p,.r. 164778 
p.r. 211612 
.P. I. 212907 
PoL 212908 
P •. I. 212909 (Mungo) 
P.L 213015 
P.I. 214062 

































P. Io 179960-1 
P.I. 183065 
p.r. 197019 










P .. I. 220108 






















Th x P-188 
P .. I. 207504 
P.I. 211066 
P .. I. 211614 




P .r. 215650 
P oI. 217954 
P oI. 217956 
P'. I. 219699 
P.I. 220305 









P oI. 223710 
P oI. 223802 





APPENDIX TABLE XVI 
.. 
SEED QUALITY CIASSIFICATION OF 138 MUNGBE!N .STRAIN.S 















P .. r. 211737 
P.L 212109 
P.I. . 212319 




·p .I. 217954 
p,.1. 217957 
P .. I. 218103 
P.I. 219699 








P .. I. 222816 
P .. I. 223002 
P~Io 223003 






P.I .. 227041 







rc11. 3 329-28 
IJumbo p .I. 164336-4 
(Texas) P.I. 164720 
1M. B. India n P .I. 183065 
OK 55-1 P~Io 207504 
OK 55-10 P.L 211067 
OK 55-26 P .. I. 211612 
OK 55-35 P .. I. 211615 
OK 55-41 P.I. 214062 
OK 55-44 P.L 214063 
OK 55-47 P.I. 217955 
OK 55-48 P.I. 217956 
OK 55-51 P.Io 223710 





























Th x p-62 
Th x f-188 























P .. L 164778 
P .I. 179960-1 
P .. Io 212909 
(Mungo) 
P.I. 214334 







P .. I. 212908 
Poio 213015 
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APPENDIX TABLE XVII 
SUMMARY OF VEGETATIVE CRA.RA.CTERISTICS OF MUNGBEAN STRAINS OBSERVED IN 1957 
af' 
Strain Ha.bit!/ Height!! ·s1ze.¥ 
Chivel 8726 sv 5.6 M 
Golden B lloO M 
Green B a.o L 
Green Mung (Gao) B 7o0 M 
Illo 3 B 600 M 
Illo 3=3 B 600 M 
Indian 8262 sv 600 M 
Jumbo B 606 L 
Jumbo (Palecek) B 600 L 
tB e bush; SV e semi=vine J V e vine 
i'~easured in decimeters 
'i~ e smalls M ~ medium; Le large 
_;,: e smooth; M liil mediums R liil roughi He hairy 
2/;p liil poori Ms mediumJ Ea excellent 
~,,O liil none to slightJ 1 a somei 2 s severe 
!.IE s early; ME liil mediumJ ML e medium la.tei L e late 
e~ 4/ 
Textur~ Lea.fines# Lod in Y 
MR E 2 
R E 0 
MR E 2 
R E 0 
M M 2 
M M 0 
MR E 2 
R p l 












APPENDIX TABLE XVII (Continued) 
Growth Plant ea£ e~ 
Strain Habit Height __ Size 
------------------------~ 
~~~ Text~re I Lea.f'ines s I Lodging _J _ Maturity 
Jumbo (Texas) B 7o0 L R M 2 ME 
K 853=1 B 605 M M M 2 ME 
Korean 2310 B 4o0 s M p l E 
Korean 8343 V 4o0 s s M 0 E 
Mo Bo Indian B 5o5 M R M 1 E 
Mungo (Ga.,) B 7o0 M R p 1 ML 
o .. Mungs B 4o0 s s M 0 E 
Oklao ""'12 B 3.5 s s M 0 E 
OK 55=1 B 5o0 M M M 2 ME 
OK 55 ... 5 B 7o5 M R M 1 ME 
OK 55~6 B 5o0 M M M l ME 
OK 55-10 B 5 .. 5 M M M 1 ME 
OK 55=25 B 7o0 M R p l ME 
OK 55-26 B 406 L M M 2 ME 
OK 55 ... 35 B 4 .. 5 L M M 2 ME Vl. 
I-' 
APPENDIX TABLE XVII (continued) 
a£ ea£ 
Strain Habit Hei ht Size Texture Leafiness Lodging Maturit 
OK 55 .. 41 B 4o0 L M M 2 ME 
OK 55 .. 44 B 306 M M M 0 E 
OK 55 .. 47 B 606 L R M 2 ME 
OK 55-48 B 7.5 L R p l ME 
OK 55-51 B 706 L R p 1 ME 
OK 55 .. 54 B 600 M R p 2 ME 
OK 55 .. 57 B 4o0 M M M l E 
OK 55 ... a9 B 4o0 M M M l E 
OK 55 ... 70 B 605 M R M 0 ME 
OK 55 .. 77 B 6.0 L R M 0 ME 
OK 55 .. 7a B 7 .. 5 M R E 0 ME ,,, 
/' I 
OK 55 .. 79 B 4o0 M M M 0 E 
OK 55=81 B 600 M M p 2 ME 
OK 65c-82 B 606 M M p 2 ME 
OK 55 ... 90 B 4o5 M M M 2 ME V1. I'\) 
APPENDIX TABLE XVII (continued) 
Growt;h Plant Leaf LeEU' 
Strain Habit Height Size Text'U.l"e Leafiness Lodging Maturity 
OK 65=92 B 605 M R M 2 ME 
OK 55=99 B 605 M R M 2 ME 
Purdue B 600 M M M 2 ME 
Purdue 2=1 B 5o5 M M M l ME 
Purdue 2=2 B 600 M M M 2 ME 
Purdue 3 B 5o5 M M M 2 ME 
Pusa B 605 M M p l ME 
Pusa. 23=8394 B 605 M M M 2 ME 
Pusa. 28 B 5o5 M M M 2 ME 
Pusa. 288344=1 B 5.5 M M M 2 ME 
Pusa. 288344=3 B 605 M M M 2 ME 
S=l2=126 B 5o5 M M M 1 E 
S=l2=l27=1 V 8.0 s s p 1 E 
S=l2=128 ... l B 605 M MR E 2 ME 
S-12=128=4 B 6.0 M M M 2 ME \J1. w 
APPENDIX TABLE XVII (@ontinued) 
I 
Growth Pant Leaf' Leq.f 
Strain I Habit Height Size Texture -~a.finess _ _l Lodging_~J- Matu:d.ty 
s.,.12 ... 12a ... s B 706 M MR E l ME 
s ... 12 ... 1as B 3o0 s s M 0 E 
S=l2=199 B&V 9o0 M M M 1 ME 
S=l2-200 V 600 M MR E 2 ME 
s ... 12 ... 201 B 4.0 M M M l E 
S=l2=204 B 600 M M M 1 ME 
s ... 12-213 B ;3o5 s M M 0 E 
s ... 12 ... 101 B 606 M M p 2 ME 
s ... 12 ... 2320 B 3.6 s --- s M 0 E 
s .. 125 V a .. o s s M 0 ME 
s .. 185 B 3.5 s s M 0 E 
Sal. 44 B 7.5 M MR M 2 ME 
Str:Ltza.k:a B 7o0 M M M 2 ME 
Stritza.k:a 12 ... 9 B 4.5 s M M 1 E 
Stritzaka 12-87 B 406 s ~ ,. M l 
APPENDIX TABLE XVII (continued) 
Growth Pant Leaf' Lear 
Strain Habit Height S:ize Texture Leafiness Lodging Maturity 
Th x P=62 B 5o5 M M M l ME 
Th x Pcol88 sv 605 M M E 2 ME 
Th :x: p ... 226188 B 605 M M E 2 ME 
Yreba Mung B&V 3o5 s s M 0 E 
328.,.38cs2ll B 605 M M M l ME 
329=28 B 5.,6 M M M 2 E 
Po Io 164301 B 7o0 M MR M l ML 
P., I. 164301=3 B 5 .. 5 M M M 2 ME 
P. I. 164336=4 B 6.,5 M M E l ME 
Po Io 164720 B 6.5 M R M 2 ME 
Po Io 164778 B 605 L M p 2 ME 
Po I .. 179960 ... l B 7o0 M M M 2 ME 
Po lo 183065 B 605 M MR E 2 ME 
P. Io 197019 B 9.0 M R E 0 L 
P. Io 207504 B a.o M R M 1 ML \J1. 
\J1. 
APPENDIX TABLE XVII (continu~d) 
Growth Pant Leaf Lee,£ 
Strain Habit Height Size Texture Leafiness Lodging L_Maturity 
P. L 211066 sv a.o M R M 0 L 
P. Io 211067 B 7o5 M R E 0 L 
P. L 211612 B a.o M R E 1 L 
Po Io 211613 B 'loO M R E l L 
P. I. 211614 B 800 M R E 0 L 
Po Io 211615 B 9.0 M R E l L 
Po Io 211735 sv lOoO M R M l L 
P. Io 211736 sv 805 M R M l L 
Po Io 211737 B 805 M R E l L 
Po Io 212109 sv 7o5 M R E l L 
Po Io 212319 sv 7o5 M R M l ML 
Po I. 212614 B 10 .. 0 M R E l ML 
Po I. 212907 sv 11.0 L RH M 2 ML 
Po Io 212908 sv lloO L RH M 2 ML 
P. I. 212909 (Mungo) B 4.0 M R E 0 ML W: 
APPENDIX TABLE XVII (@ontin~ed) 
l Growth Plant Leaf Leaf' Strain Habit Height Sizl\'!J Te:x:tult'@ Leafiness Lodging L_Maturity 
Po Io 213015 sv lloO L RH M 2 ML 
P .. I. 214062 sv 800 M R E l ML 
Po Io 214063 sv 600 M M M 2 ME 
P. Io 214334 sv 11 .. 0 L RH M l ME 
Po L .214335 B 800 M R E 0 ML 
Po Io 215650 B 9o0 M R E l ML 
Po Io 217953 B 9.0 M R E l ML 
Po L 217954 B 800 M R E l ML 
Po L 217955 B 8.0 M R E l L 
Po I. 217956 B 800 M R E l L 
Po L 217957 B 800 M R E l ML 
Po I .. 218103 B 7o0 s R E l L 
Po I .. 219699 B 706 M R M l ML 
P. I .. 220108 B 7o0 M R E l L 
Po I .. 220303 B 7 .. 5 M R E l L \Jl 
-.J 
APPENDIX TABLE XVII (@ontin4ed) 
Growth Plant Leaf Leaf 
Strain I Habit Height Size Texture Les,finess Lodging Maturity 
P .. I .. 220304 sv 7,.5 M R E l L 
Po Io 220305 sv 7o5 M R M l L 
P. Io 220672 B 8.5 M R M l L 
P. Io 220815 sv 5o5 s R E 1 L 
Po I. 220816 B 800 M R M l ML 
Po I. 222116 B 7o5 M R M l ML 
Po Ie 222816 B 600 M R E 0 L 
Po I. 223002 sv 600 M R E l L 
Po I. 223003 sv 6~0 M R E 0 L 
Po I. 223280 B 6.5 M R E l L 
P. Io 223281 sv 605 M R M l L 
Po Ia 223522 B 605 M M M l ML 
P. Io 223623 B 600 M R E l ML 
P. Io 223710 B 7o5 M R E l L 
P,, I. 223711 sv lLO L RH M l ML \Jl. OJ 
APPENDIX TABLE XVII (oontinued) 
Growth Plant Leaf' Lea£ 
Strain Habit Height Size Texture 
Po Io 223802 sv 9 .. 0 M MR 
Po Io 226658 B 6~5 s R 
P. Io 227041 sv 9o0 M R 
Po Io 227247 sv 7o0 M R 
P. Io 227248 sv 5o5 M R 
Po I. 227291 sv 9.0 M R 
P. I. 227754 B 3o5 s s 
P. I. 229707 B 600 M R 























APPENDIX TABLE XVIII 





Yielci.Y Strain I Lengt~ per Pod 
Chivel 8726 7.7 y 11.6 F 
Golden 8.o y 11.9 p 
Green 12.1 Bl 15.3 F 
Green Mung (Ga.) 7.3 y 13.0 p 
Ill. 3 1.0 Br 11,.8 G 
Ill. 3-3 9.2 Br 12.0 F 
Indian 8262 8.9 Br 11.2 F 
Jumbo 8.9 Bl 9.7 E 
.;/.,Measured in centimeters · 
~y = yellow; Br = brown; Bl = black; Mx = mixed 
::t}' s fair; P = poor; G = good; E • excellent 
40Y = yellow; G = greens Bl a black; Br= brown; M = mottled 
~ .,B = shiny; D = dull . 
~,.Length measured in millimeters 
!./,I= intermediate; S = square; R = round 







G s 4.3 
y D 4.3 
G s 5e0 
G s 3.9 
G s 3.9 
G s 4.8 
G s 4.9 





















APPENDIX TABLE XVIII (continued) 
Pod Seed 
Mean Mean Noo Sur- I Mean Qual-
Strain I Length Color per Pod Yield Color face ~ Size~ ~~~Shape ity 
Jumbo (Palecek) 12.4 Br 1508 G G S 5.l I E 
Jumbo (Texas) 9.6 Br l4o7 E G S&D 4.5 S F 
K 853~1 6.6 Br 10.2 F G S 3.8 S P 
Korean 2310 7.5 Br lOol G G S 4.7 R G 
Korean 8343 7o3 Br 8.5 E G S 5.1 R G 
Mo Bo Indian 8.5 Br 12.1 E G S 4o2 R F 
Mungo (Gao) 5.6 Bl 7.3 P Bl M D 5.3 R G 
Oo Mungs 7.3 Br 9.4 E G S 4o7 R G 
Okla.= 12 7.5 Br 9.1 E G S 4.9 R G 
OK £5~1 13.1 Bl 13.0 G G S 5.7 S F 
OK 55=5 708 Bl l2o0 G G D 4.3 S P 
OK 55-6 809 Bl llo7 G G D 4o9 s p 
OK 55-10 9.0 Bl 11.4 G G D 4.9 S F 
OK 55-25 7o9 Bl 11.9 F G D 4.4 S P 
°' OK 55-26 11 .. 3 Bl 10. '7 G G S 6.0 S F f--' 
APPENDIX TABLE XVIII (oontinu~d) 
Pod 'Seed 
Mean Mean Noo Sur= Mean Qual-
Strain I Length Color per Pod Yield Color· faoe Size Shape ity 
OK 55 ... 35 llo2 Bl 10.6 G G s 6.5 I F 
OK 55-41 1106 Bl 10.7 G G s 5.9 s F 
OK 55 ... 44 804 Br 9.0 G G s 6.5 I F 
OK 55 ... 47 9o0 Br llo3 E G s 4o7 I F 
OK 56-48 9.2 Br 12.3 E G s 4.4 s F 
OK 55-51 807 Br 12.9 G G s 4.8 I F 
OK 55-64 9.7 Bl 11.1 E G s 5.1 R G 
OK 55-67 9ol Bl 9.9 G G s 5.5 R G 
OK 55-69 '9.l Br 10.0 G G s 6.3 I F 
OK 55 ... 70 8.4 Br 11.7 E G s 4.5 I G 
OK 55 ... 77 9o2 Bl llo8 E G s 5.2 I F 
OK 55-78 9.2 Mx 10.7 F G s 5.6 I F 
OK 55 ... 79 9.4 Bl 10.2 G G s 5.9 I G 
OK 55-81 'I o9 y llo3 G G s 4 .. 8 R G 
Ch 
OK 55 ... 52 7.5 Br 11.4 F Br D 4.5 I F 
I\) 
APPENDIX TABLE XVIII (~ontinued) 
Pod Seed 
Mean Mean Noa Sur"' Mean Qual= 
St:rai:n I Length Color pe:r Pod Yield Color face Size Shape ity 
OK 55=90 802 Bl 1006 G y D 4o9 R F 
OK 55=92 800 Br llo2 G y D 4o3 R F 
OK 55.,,99 8 .. 5 Br 12.1 G y s 4.5 R F 
Purdue 8 .. 1 Br 11.2 E G s 4o4 R F 
Purdue 2""'1 9.1 Br 11.7 E G s 4o9 R F 
Purdue 2 ... 2 808 Br 1L9 G G s 4o7 R G 
Purdue 3 9.1 Br llo2 E G s 4.7 R G 
Pus a 6.6 Br 11 .. 0 E G s 4.1 I F 
Pusa 23.,.8394 7.3 Br 11.8 G G s 3.8 s F 
Pusa 28 7o0 Br lloO F G s 4o3 I F 
Pusa 288344 ... l 7.0 Br 11 .. 5 E G s 4o2 I F 
Pusa 288344=3 6.8 Br 10 .. 6 G G s 3.9 I F 
6=12 ... 126 7.1 Br 10.1 G G s 4.4 R F 
s ... 12 ... 121 ... 1 7~8 Br 10.3 E G s 4.7 R F 
°' s ... 12ca128 ... 1 7.9 y 1L5 G G D 4 .. 5 I F w 
APPENDIX TABLE XVIII (continued) 
Pod Seed 
Mean Mean Noo Sur= Mean Qual"' 
Strain Length Color per Pod Yield Color £'ace Size Shape ity 
s.,.12=128=4 7.4 Br llo2 F G s 4.4 I F 
S=l2=128=6 708 y lLO F G D 4.1 R F 
S-12=186 7.5 Br 11.6 E G s 4o7 R G 
8=12=199 8.5 Br 12.3 F G s 4.7 R F 
S-12=200 7.9 Br 14.0 F G s 4 .. 2 I F 
S-12=201 7.5 Br 10.9 E G S&D 4.3 I F 
S=l2.,.204 7.7 Br 10.4 E G 8 4.4 R F 
S-12=213 8.0 Br 10.8 G G s 4.8 R F 
8=12=701 8.5 Bl 10.0 E G s 5.3 I F 
S=l2.,.2320 6.6 Br 8.9 E G s 4.8 R F 
8=125 7.7 Br 9.7 E G D 4.8 R G 
8=185 6.8 Br 8.9 E G s 4 .. 6 R G 
Sal .. 44. 8.1 Br 11.8 F G D 4.6 s F 
Stritzaka 7.9 Br 11.4 F G D 4.6 s F 
°' Stritzaka 12=9 7.6 Bl 10.2 E G s 4.3 R F .i:::--
APPENDIX T,ABLE XVIII (continued.) 
Pod ··Seed· 
Me8l'l Mean Noo Su.r= Mean Qual= 
Strain Len th Color per Pod Yield Color .f"ace Size Shape ity 
St:ritzaka 12=87 7.4 Br 9o4 E G s 4o7 R G 
Th x P=62 8.3 Br llo6 E G s 4.6 I F 
Th x P-188 7.1 Br llo9 F G s 4 .. 2 s F 
Th x P-226188 6.7 Br 10.2 G G s 4.2 I F 
Yreba. Mung 7.2 Br l0o7 E G s 4ol I F 
328-38 ... 211 7o2 Br 11.4 F G s 4 .. 0 I F 
329-28 7.3 Bl 9.3 G G s 4.7 R F 
P. I. 164301 7.2 Br 12.7 p G D 3.8 R G 
P. I. 164301-3 7.8 Bl 11 .. 3 E G D 4.4 R p 
Po Io 164336-4 8.3 Br 14.l G G D 3.9 R F 
P. I. 164720 8.1 Br 13.,4 G G D 4.4 R F 
P. I. 164778 8.6 Bl 10.4 E .G D 4.5 R G 
P. I. 179960-1 708 Br 12.2 E G D 4.5 I G 
Po I. 183065 1.0 Bl 11.3 F G D 4.2 I F 
°' P. I. 197019 606 Y· 7.6 ,p G D 4.5 I \J1. p 
APPENDIX TABLE XVIII (continued) 
Pod Seed 
Mean Mean Noo Sur= Mean Qual= 
Strain Length Color per Pod Yield Color i'~ce Size Shape ity 
Po Io 207504 604 y 12.5 F G s 308 s F 
P .. Io 211066 5o7 Br l0o3 F G s 3.8 s p 
Po Io 211067 6 .. 3 Br 12.7 p y D 3o0 I F 
Po Io 211612 408 Br 800 p G s 4o2 R F 
Po Io 211613 4.3 Br 7 .. 0 p G s 4o0 I p 
Po Io 211614 4.8 Br 7.9 p G s 3.8 s p 
Po Io 211615 3.9 Br 6.9 p G s 3.9 I F 
Po L 211735 5 .. 0 Br 8 .. 4 p G s 308 I p 
Po Io 211736 5.9 Br 908 p G s 4.1 I p 
Po Io 211737 4 .. 8 Br 8.4 F G s 3o7 s p 
Po Io 212109 5.1 Br '? .. 6 p G s 4o0 s p 
Po Io 212319 5.6 Br 10.4 p G s 3 .. 9 s p 
Po I$ 212614 6.3 Br 12.0 p G S&D 3 .. 9 s p 
Po Io 212907 8.1 y 11 .. 2 F G s 4.7 R E 
°' a,.. 
Po I .. 212908 8 .. 8 y 12.1 F G s 4.7 R E 
APPENDIX TABLE XVIII (oontinu~d) 
---- ----- ----~----
Pod 'Seed· --
Mean Mean No. Sur= Mean Qua.l= 
Strain Length Color per Pod Yield Color - -:f'l;lee Size ShapEI it 
Po Io 212909 (Mungo) 5.2 Bl 6.2 F Bl M D 5.3 R G 
Po Io 213015 a.a y l2o3 G G 'S 4.6 R E 
Po Io 214062 606 y 1008 p G D 3.9 R F 
Po I. 214063 800 Bl 11.3 G G D 4.6 R F 
Po Io 214334 8.5 y l2o0 F G S&D 4.8 R G 
P. I. 214335 5.7 Br 9.7 p G S&D 4.4 I p 
Po Io 215650 6 .. 1 Br 10.5 p G s 4 .. 0 s p 
P .. Io 217953 6.3 Br 10.3 p G s 4.3 I p 
P. I,, 217954 6.4 Br 11.6 p G s 3.9 s p 
P. I. 217955 4.6 y 6.2 p G D 5.2 I F 
Po Io 217956 6.6 Br 10.1 p G s 4.0 s F 
P. I. 217957 6 .. 0 - Br 10.0 p G s 4.0 I p 
P .. Io 218103 4 .. 8 Br 607 p Br s 4o3 I p 
Po Io 219699 6.3 y 9 .. 3 F G s 4.4 s p 
°' P. I. 220108 4.3 Br 7ol p G s 4.5 I p -.J 
APPENDIX TABLE XVIII (continued) 
Pod Seed 
Mean Mean No. Sur= Mean Qual= 
Strain I Length Color per Pod Yield Color £ace Size Shape ity 
Po Io· 220303 5o4 Br 9.1 p G s 4o0 I p 
P .. Io 220304 4 .. 6 B:r 1.6 p G s 4o2 I p 
Pa I. 220305 5.5 Br 906 p G s 3o9 s p 
P. I. 220672 6.3 Br 10.9 p G s 4o0 s p 
P. I. 220815 4.9 Br 8.3 p Br s 3.8 s p 
P. I. 220816 6.3 Br llo3 F G s 3.7 s p 
P. I. 222116 6.1 Br 11.3 p G s 3.6 s p 
P. I. 222816 4.8 Br 8.1 p Bl M s 3.6 s p 
P. I. 223002 5.2 Br 9.1 p Bl M s 3.8 s p 
P. I. 223003 5.5 Br 906 p Bl M s 3.9 s p 
P. I. 223280 5.1 Br 9 .. 5 p G s 3.7 s p 
P. I. 223281 5.0 Br 8.1 p G s 4.0 I p 
Po Io 223522 6.3 y 10.9 F G s 4.0 I p 
P. L 223523 7.5 y 12.8 F G s 3~7 s p 
°' Q'.) 
P. L, 223710 6 .. 6 Br 9.8 p Bl M D 4@2 s F 
APPENDIX TABLE XVIII (continued) 
Pod Seed 
Mean Mean Noo 
Strain. Length Color per Pod Yield Color 
P. Io 223711 808 y 1206 G G 
Po L. 223802 6ol y llo5 F G 
Po Io 226658 4ol Br 5o4 p G 
Po Io 227041 604 Br 808 p G 
Po Ia 227247 608 Br 13.0 p G 
Pa Ia 227248 605 Br llo4 F G 
Pa I. 227291 5o9 Br 10.4 p G 
Po Io 227754 7o3 Br lloO G G 
Po Io 229707 6 .. 4 Br 11 .. 3 F G 
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